### Highbrow

- Ted Hughes's estate pulls access from a biographer, apparently fearing it might make the poet look somehow worse.
- Backyard artist Björn Melgaard gives an interview to the blog The Sword where he praises bareback sex and math.
- Dick Cheney doubles down on 9/11 after interview at Sheldon Adelson’s Republicans Jewish Coalition meeting in Vegas.
- Human Rights Watch report says Saudi Arabia’s new laws define atheists as terrorists.
- 9/11 museum wall features an Arnold quote taken wildly out of context: "Damn Bartlet’s!"
- Earth Hour turns off global landmark lights (Times Square, Eiffel Tower, the Pyramids) to get people to think about environment. But then the lights just go on again.
- They have ways of making you talk! (Even after you’ve already talked.) Senate report accuses the CIA of lying about what it learned from interrogations.

### Despicable

- Terminus might be a nice place on The Walking Dead.
- Can’t Xscape it. Michael Jackson’s first posthumous album is coming soon. Sony has nine to go.
- Cuomo hanged in effigy at pro-gun rally in Albany. (Donald Trump also spoke.)
- In the end, How I Met Your Mother turned out to be How I Met Your Stepmother.
- Three of a kind: 2048 is the top game on the App Store and Google Play—and it’s also a virtual clone of 1024, which is a clone of Threes.
- Oh so it’s penitration? Rentillon putting a fork in Little Italy.

### Brilliant

- Happy tenth birthday to Gmail, the Google gateway drug that got us all hooked.
- The Fabergé-Easter-egg hunt. Look for designer eggs all around the city. Too bad Malcolm Forbes is dead.
- The book Mr. Mercedes. The one persecutor always is the killer.

### Lowbrow

- UPS fires 250 drivers over a 90-minute protest walkout.
- Hey, diabetes bunny! (I want Dunkin’.)
- The Mets bullpen rules Opening Day.
- Pasty Bushwackers still gotta eat. Roberts reportedly opening a restaurant on Rockaway Beach.
- It’s high time: NYC cops are busting fewer people for pot.